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Michael Dolan joins Eddie this week and together they review the unveiling of the Jock Stein
statue. Eddie grudgingly accepts that John Reid is a decent orator and quickly changes the
subject. The recording from the ceremony is included and it's quite interesting until you get to
the actual unveiling which doesn't really lend itself well to audio. Next the guys discuss the
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match against Hamilton Accies and acknowledge that it's tough for the players to keep playing
at the top of their game after a match against Rangers. Then they move onto discussing the
recent meeting which was held with Alex Salmond, they decide that it was a complete waste of
time and Eddie manages to refer back to another seventies TV double act in the process.
Finally they look ahead to the match against Inverness.

We finish with the Human Torpedo who regales us with an example of history repeating itself
from the Celtic wiki -"A Rough Justice"

The feed for the podcast can be found here . Remember you can subscribe via itunes here .

{mp3remote}http://traffic.libsyn.com/celticunderground/cu125.mp3{/mp3remote}

You can listen to and download the latest podcast here .

The feed for the podcast can be found here . Remember you can subscribe via itunes here .
26,317 downloads last month. And still we can't get a sponsor. What's capitalism coming to?

To get in touch with us regarding any comments, suggestions, criticisms or wildly inaccurate
rumours you'd like to see addressed on the next podcast, or if you'd like to contribute with an
mp3 you can email , leave your comments below or phone the hotline on 0141 416 1067.
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